
Riding to the rescue
of California hotel
and lodging operators

The California Hotel & Lodging Association wants to make sure you’re 
taking full advantage of all the federal COVID cash available to you.

Maximizing the Employee Retention Credit (ERC)
The ERC is a federal initiative to support businesses like your hotel or lodging
establishment. You may qualify for up to $26,000 per W-2 employee in ERC cash,
retroactive to 2020.

But the ERC filing process is complex and time-consuming, and many CPAs and
payroll firms are unfamiliar with the ERC and its eligibility requirements.

We’re making it easy for you to claim your ERC cash
Now it’s a breeze for busy business owners like to you file for the ERC funds you
need to fuel your recovery. 

We’ve partnered with Adesso Capital, a firm that specializes in expedited ERC
filing for the hospitality industry, to offer the Easy ERCTM:

•  during the initial ten-minute phone consultation, Adesso will estimate   
 how much money you may qualify for
•  Adesso’s expert CPA team then goes to work to prepare your ERC and
 file it with the IRS
•  you may then choose to receive up to 50 percent of your ERC cash
 within days with ERC Cash Now*, an advance against your anticipated   
 ERC payout.

Scan this code to visit 
the CHLA ERC Support 
Center now



The CHLA’s trusted ERC partner Adesso Capital provides concierge financial
services to small and mid-sized businesses. 

When the pandemic drove business in every industry into a downturn, Adesso
assembled a team of tax experts to help entrepreneurs maximize the federal 
COVID relief available to them.

Adesso has helped hundreds of businesses in the hospitality industry secured 
almost $200 million in ERC cash—with an average of $125,000 per filing.

*ERC Cash Now is a loan product funded via one of Adesso Capital’s financing partners. Adesso Capital is not a lender. Rates, terms, and conditions are determined by
 the lender and are subject to change at any time until a loan documentation is completed. All products and services are subject to eligibility and other conditions and  
 restrictions. All terms, conditions, and credit decisions are at the sole discretion of the lender. Offered for commercial uses to businesses only. Other terms, conditions,
 fees, and restrictions may apply. Not valid in all states.

 ERC Cash NowTM is trademarked by Adesso Capital.

ERC expertise delivered by Adesso Capital

ALMOST
$200 MILLION

in ERC funds secured 

$125,000
average amount of ERC 
funds secured per filing

HUNDREDS
of businesses helped 

Take advantage of the Easy ERC 
and get the cash you need to accelerate your recovery.

Scan this code to visit 
the CHLA ERC Support 
Center now


